
GUY-YVES CHABOT
International Flight Attendant

guy-yves-chabot@email.com (123) 456-7890 Atlanta, GA

LinkedIn

WORK EXPERIENCE
International Flight Attendant
American Airlines

2013 - current Atlanta, GA
Flew 95+ hours per month internationally
Led and demonstrated safety briefings for first-class
passengers and obtained compliance from exit row guests
Served an average of 24 passengers in first class by serving
beverages, snacks, meals, and other hospitality materials
Answered questions regarding flight destinations, increasing
customer satisfaction by 29%

International Flight Attendant
Southwest Airlines

2011 - 2013 Atlanta, GA
Prepared cabin for takeoff by attending briefings with crew
regarding flight details and checking emergency equipment
Welcomed and seated an average of 210 travelers per flight,
assisting with carry-ons and answering questions when asked
Served beverages, snacks, and meals, selling an average of
12% more items than fellow flight attendants
Promoted the airline's travel rewards card and answered
passengers' questions regarding the application process,
increasing airline rewards customers by 31%

Flight Attendant
Alaska Airlines

2009 - 2011 Atlanta, GA
Traveled 75+ hours per month domestically and 20+ hours
per month internationally, averaging 4% more airtime than
other flight attendants with same airline
Explained safety measures to passengers before departure,
including how to operate face masks and life vests
De-escalated 97% of conflicts regarding noncompliance
without involving lead flight attendant
Greeted passengers during boarding, directed them to
assigned seats, and stowed luggage in overhead bins

SUMMARY
Experienced and flexible flight team
leader, bringing 10 years of global
travel experience and cross-cultural
knowledge to the field. Eager to lead a
dedicated flight team for Iberia
Airlines to provide a positive
passenger experience, ensure safety,
and enforce airline standards.

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Arts
Marketing
Georgia State University

2004 - 2008
Atlanta, GA

SKILLS
Collaboration
Interpersonal Communication
Flight Safety
Passenger Support
Bilingual (French)
FAA Regulations
Sales
Conflict Resolution

LICENSE
FAA Certificate of Demonstrated
Proficiency

https://linkedin.com/

